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Technical Note 

An Evaluation of Substring Algorithms that Determine Similarity Between 
Surnames 
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Abstract 

The problem investigated in this study is, given a surname, determine similar surnames in a genealogical database. There 
exist a number of algorithms to determine the similarity between two strings based on their comnwn substrings. The 
surnames in an existing genealogical database were used in an evaluation process to determine the relative success of these 
algorithms. The methods used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms and the algorithms are discussed briefly. 
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1 Introduction 

The primary problem is, given a surname, determine similar 
surnames in a genealogical database. More inf onnation on 
the origin of the problen~ is given in [2]. Other algorithms 
considered are given in [4] and [3]. In this paper applicable 
substring algorithms are briefly discussed, in some cases 
adapted ru1d then evaluated. The norms and statistics used 
for the evaluation are also stated. 

All the surnames in the UPE genealogical database at 
the time of the study fonned the test dataset. Prepositions 
such as "de", "van der", "le" etc. have been dropped from 
the summnes in the test dataset. 

Surnmnes with t11e smne origin, spelling variations ru1d 
alia~es have been grouped together in mutually exclusive 
equivalence classes, t11e so-called ideal classes or partition. 

A mathematical formulation of tJ1e primary problem 
follows: 
Given a set of surnrunes, V, (tJ1e test dataset) 

V = { v 1, v2, ... V11 } 

m1d the ideal partition, P = {Vi, Vi, ... v;)} 
with V = Uf =• Vi m1d Vi n VJ = ¢'vi :/; j. 
Given a surnrune, v, determine: 

• i such that v is similar to the surmunes in Vi, or 

• the set of summnes in V which has a similarity to v 
greater thm1 a predetermined value using some or ot11er 
nonn (criterion). 

The basic statistics of the test dataset are given in Table 1. 
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2 Success norms 

111e success noons discussed in [2] are stated briefly. Let 
A• be the set of all possible strings over the alphabet A, 
t11en V C A*. The similarity between two strings is usually 
a function, G : A* x A* ~ E, where Eis nonnally the 
interval [0,1] on the real number line. Mostofthesimilarity 
norms between two strings, u and v, are of the form: 

G( ) 
_ T(u,v) 

u,v - N(u,v) 

where T( u, v) is a function of the common substrings in u 
ru1d v, ru1d N ( u, v) is a nonnalising function to ensure that 
G( u, u) = 1. Furthennore, it is required that G( u, v) = 

· G(v,u)ru1dG(u,v) = G(uR,vR),whereuRisthereverse 
of u. · 

A disumce d = 1 - G, can be defined between two 
strings. The function dis not necessarily a metric, since in 
most ca"es tJ1e triru1gular inequality is not satisfied. 

For each algorithm evaluated, a centre (ci) and a radius 
(1·i) are defined for each V;: 

ri = min max d(v, w) 
t1EV; wEV; 

The centre, ci, of Vi, is the element of V;, such that 
I. T'i = max d(ci, w) 

wEV, 

2. l{w: w E V,d(ci,w)::; 1·i}n(V-V;)j,isaminimum. 
Define t11e so-called "circle" with centre Ci, and radius 
1·i + 'Y, with 'Y ~ 0, as follows: 

Ci('Y) = {w: w EV and d(ci, w)::; ri + 'Y} 

11ms, V; ~ Ci('Y)Vi. 
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Table 1 Test dataset constants -

Explanation Symbol/ Value 
fonnula 

The number of different surnames in the test dataset n = IVI 7169 

The number of ideal classes in the ideal partition p 4093 

The average number of surnames per ideal class 
n 

1,75 YP = -p 

The ideal classes with more than one element, i.e n1 = IBI 1364 
B = { V; : V; E P and IV; I > 1} 

EIV;I 
The average number of surnrunes per class in B 

V;EB 3,26 YB= 
71} 

The number of surnames in the test dataset (p{ v) is the N = LP(v) 92327 
frequency of occurrence for a surname, v) vEV 

The average length of a surname in characters f 6,93 

Any set U = {U1, U2, ... , Uv}, such that V; ~ Ui, Vl,'i E 
V is called a class cover or a C-cover of V. 

p 

It follows that LJ Ui = V. 
i=l 

For any 'Y ~ 0, C-, = {C1('Y),C2("Y), ... ,Cp("y)} is a 
C-cover of V. Here the discussion is restricted to U = C0• 

The success of the algorithm is defined as the percent
age of the elements in V which appear in only one Ui. It 
cru1 Connally be calculated in two ways, viz: 

Secondly, the frequencies of tJ1e su~1runes are taken into 
account. 
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Let Di = { V : V E u Vi n U; ru1d V E Vi}. 
j=I 
j¢i 

Di is the set of elements of V; which appear in other ideal 
classes' "circles". 

Practical problems 

In applying these success norms a number of practical prob
lems have been experienced resulting in tJ1e following ad
jusunents: 

a. A surname, tt E V;, may have such a small similarity 
to the other surnrunes in V;, that the radius 1·i· is very 
large. If it is close to one then Ui includes most of the 
surnames in V. 

Therefore, it has been decided that in the event of 
surname u E V; having a smaller similarity to each 
of the other surnrunes v E V; thru1 a predetennined 
cut-off value, / 1, then such a surnrune is considered ru1 
outlier. 1l1e "covering" circle of V; := V;-{ u}, is 
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then determined instead, i.e. u is excluded from V;. 

b. For some ideal class, Vi:, it may happen that each 
surname in Vi: has such a small similarity to all the 
other surnames in Vi:, that the radius is close to one. 
Thus, all the surnames of Vi: can be considered as 
outliers. 
This case has been hru1dled as follows: whenever the 
radius r1c > (1 - /2), a predetermined cut-off value, 
then all the surnames in V1c, excluding the one with the 
highest frequency of occurrence are taken as outliers. 
The result is a circle with a very small radius, f say, 
containing a group consisting of one surname. (To 
simplify further discussion such a circle will be referred 
to as a "circle with a zero radius".) 

c. For some ideal classes more than one surname may be 
a candidate for the centre of the circle (e.g. a class 
containing only two elements). 
Let I{ m be the set of candidates for the centre of V m. 

Let X = max ( min d(v, w)). 
vEKm wEV-Um 

The element vy E I( m, such that 
min d( vy, w) = X, is chosen as the centre. 

wEV-Um 

After the sets Ui 's have been detennined, each surname 
v E V, is an element of one and only one of the following 
sets: 

Wu : The set of outliers. 
W D : The set of sumrunes appearing in more than 

one circle, Ui, which do not belong to Wu. 
W a : lbe set of surnrunes appearing in only one 

circle which do not belong to Wu. 

Wu, W D and W a fonn a partition of V. 

In order to cater for the outliers the success nonns of 
an algorithm as given in equations 1 and 2, are adapted as 
follows: 

100 -(IVI- IWnl - IWul) 
n 

100 
-IWal 

n 
(3) 



100 
N( L p(v)) (4) 

vEWa 

Statistics determined 

The adjusunents made may impact the functionality of the 
success norms. To guard against this and to gain a bet
ter understanding of the algorithms and the effects of the 
parameters /1 and 12, the following statistics have been de
tennined. 

Let sv be the number of circles containing the surname, 
v. Note that the radius of a circle is zero, not only under 
the circumstances previously explained, but also when an 
ideal class contains only one element. Let: 

G 

la 
{Ui : ri > Oand Ui EU} 

{i : Ui E G} 

(5) 

(6) 

1. The percentage of surnames, pvu, considered as out.: 
Hers: 

IWul 
PVu = IVf X 100 (7) 

2. The average number of foreign circles 1 in which ru1 
outlier occur: 

vEWu usu= 
IWul 

Note that if a surnrune, vk E Yi, has been taken as an 
outlier then vi: ft Ui. 

3. The percentage of surnames, excluding outliers, ap
pearing in more than one circle: 

IWnl 
pvd = IV-Wul x 100 (8) 

4. The average number of circles in which each of the 
elements of W n appears: 

(9) 

Note that gsd > 1. 

5. To get ru1 indication of how mru1y of these surnrunes 
appear in 2, 3, 4, ... circles, a frequency distribution 
has been detennined. The frequencies are expressed as 
percentages ru1d denoted by p11<ti with i = 2, 3, 4, ... 

6. Percentage of ideal classes left out P!lu. See the prac
tical problem (b) mentioned above. 

7. The average number of surmunes used Lo determine a 
circle: 

L IVi-Wul 
iEla 

f/Vs = --10-1

-

1 
-- (10) 

8. The average number of foreign surnrunes in each of the 

1 A surname appears in afot"£'ig11 circle, if it lies in the circle of anorJ1er 
ideal class. 
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elements of G, gn 11 (excluding outliers). 

Ta = L IUi n (V-Vi)-Wul {11) 
UiEG 

Ta 

IGI 
{12) 

9. The average number of outliers in each element of G: 

L IUinWul (13) 
Uiea 

T2 
IGI (14) 

10. The average number of elements of foreign groups in 
each element of G, UUs. 

xi = { V; : i # i, ui n V; # ¢} 

T3 E1xi1 (15) 
iEG 
T3 

(16) 99s IGI 

3 Algorithms and evaluation 

For each algorithm the results have been determined for 
three different combinations of values for ( 11; /2), viz (0, 1; 
0,1), (0,2; 0,1) ru1d (0,2; 0,2). A detailed discussion of 
the evaluation is given in [4]. Here the main results are 
summarised. 

Position-independent algorithms 

Findler ru1d Vc-u1 Leeuwen [5] investigated a class of simi
larity nonns ru1d proposed the following: 

ru1d 

Where 

= Ti(u,v) where 
N1(u,v) 

L min{p(u: a),p(v: a)}· lal 
aE(u+nv+) 

L max{p(u: a),p(v: a)}· lal 
oE(u+uv+) 

[ ] 

1/2 

L p( u : a) . la I 

[

aeu+ ] 112 

L p( v : a) . la I 
oev+ 
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s+ 
p(s: a) 

= { w : w is a substring of s } , 
is the number of times that the substring a 
appears in the string s, ru1d 

lf31 is the length of substring (3. 

E.g. consider the surnames u ="clerq" and v = "klerk": 

u+ nv+ 
u+ uv+ 

T1(tt,v) 
N1(u, v) 

G1(tt, v) 
N2(u, v) 
G2(u, v) 

= { c, 1, e, r, q, cl, le, er, rq, cle, ler, 
erq, cler, lerq, clerq } 

= {k, I, e, r, kl, le, er, rk, kle, ler, 
erk, kier, lerk, klerk } 

= {I, e, r, le, er, ler} 
= { c, 1, e, r, q, cl, le, er, rq, cle, ler, 

erq, cler, lerq, clerq, k, kl, rk, 
kle, erk, kier, lerk, klerk } 

= T2(u, v) = 10 
= 60 (Note that "k" appears twice 

in u). 
- lO - 017 - w- ' 
= 351/ 2 . 35 1/ 2 = 35 
- lO -029 - 35 - ' 

Table 2. Results for Methods 1 and 2 

11 0,1 0,2 0,2 0,1 0,2 0,2 
'2 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,1 0,1 0,2 
JJVu 16,4 24,0 28,7 5,6 9,2 18,5 
gsu 2,00 0,75 0,34 11, l 5,76 l,74 

7>9u 6,60 13,9 15,7 1,78 4,86 7,84 
PVd 55,4 23,5 8,5 95,5 85,8 52,2 
gsd 3,21 2,30 2,08 8,87 5,22 2,90 
PVd2 45,7 76,0 92,6 7,40 20,0 53,2 
PVd) 24,0 19,4 7,14 8,99 18,3 24,l 
.'~h 37,3 58,2 65,2 4,28 12,9 39,0 
84 33,4 61,4 80,7 2,34 9,45 35,2 
])!lro 73,3 80,6 82,4 68,5 71,6 74,5 
gt,~ 2,73 2,71 2,41 3,07 3,07 2,68 
gn~ 8,16 2,83 0,90 41,9 22,4 7,03 
9tts l,29 0,62 0,22 2,23 1,92 1,33 

99s 6,72 2.30 0,81 31,7 17,7 5,87 

1l1e results for G 1 ru1d G2 for the three combinations of 
values for /1 and /2 are given in Table 2 under the columns 
Method 1 a-c ru1d 2a-c respectively. 
Alt11ough Method 1 seems to be good, note that 

a) too mru1y surnrunes have been taken as outliers (cf. 
PVu); 

b) for too mru1y ideal classes a too small similarity be
tween the elements of tJ1c class has been determined 
(cf. P[Ju). 

The main drawback of Method 2 is the large values for gn6 

ru1d [/[/a. 

In both cases substrings of all lengths are used which 
require an unacceptably large number of processing steps 
to detennine the similarity. 1l1e main objection against 
tJ1ese methods is that common substrings are counted inde
pendently of their relative position. 
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Position-dependent algorithms 
Whenever a common substring appears in two strings, but 
the position where it appears in the two strings differs too 
much, then it is not used in the calculation ofT( u, v ). Ito [7] 
adapted Findler's similarity measure, G1, as follows: If 

k is the maximum length of the substrings used, 
s is the maximum number of places by which 

the starting position of two common substrings 
may differ, and 

utk = { a( r) : a is a substring of u starting at 
position r, and 1 ~ la(r)I ~ k}, 

Ito's measure T3 ( u, v), is determined as follows: 

1. Let A=</>. 
2. Let B = vik· 
3. For Cc:'lCh substring au(ru) E ut k' in increasing order 

of its position: ' 

(a) LetC = {av(rv): av(rv) EB, 
av = au and rv E [ru - s, ru + s]}. 

(b) If ICI = 1 
Let A= AU {au(ru)} and B = B-C 

(c) If ICI > 1 
Let a~ ( r~) be the substring such that a~ E C and 

I • rg = mm rv. 
av(rv)EC 

Let A = AU { au(ru)} and B = B-{ a~(r~)} 

4. T3(tt, v) = L la(r)I 
a(r)EA 

Detennine N 3 ( u, v) as follows: 

1. Let D = utk u B (B as after step 3.) 

2. Now N3(u, v) = L la(r)I 
a(r)ED 

T3(u, v) 
Thus, G3(u, v) = N ( ) 

3 u, V 

For the surnames u ="clerq" and v = "klerk", G3( u, v) will 
be detennined as follows for s = 1 and k = 2: 
ut 2 = { c (1), 1 (2), e (3), r (4), q (5), cl (1), 

' le (2), er (3), rq (4)} 
vt2 = { k (1), I (2), e (3), r (4), k (5), kl (1), 

le (2), er (3), rk (4)} 
After step 3 of Ito's algorithm it follows: 

A = { 1 (2), e (3), r (4), le (2), er (3}} 
B = { k (1), k (5), kl (1), rk (4}} 

T3(u, v) = 7 
N3(u, v) = · 19 

Thus, G3("clerq", "klerk") = t9 = 0, 37. 
An evalution has been made using five different values 

of the parruneters k and s in the range 1 to 3, and the 
combinations of I 1 ru1d /2 mentioned Cc:'lflier. This report 
is restricted to the best two combinations which are called 
Method 3.1 ru1d 3.2. The statistical results are given in 
Table 3. Method 3.1 yields the smallest value for pvu and 
P9u. Although Method 3.2 also yields small values for 
these statistics, they are twice as large as those for Method 
3.1. Method 3.2 shows an improvement with respect to 
S3, S4 ru1d pvd, but the sum pvd2 +pvd3, i.e. the percentage 
of elements of W D appearing in two or less foreign circles 
is relatively large, viz 35,9; 59,6 ru1d 82,3. Although more 
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surnames are classified as outliers (cf. pvu), the values for 
P9u are not that much larger. The larger values for S3 and 
smaller values for gna and 99a indicate tbat Method 3.2 
resulted in a better grouping of the surnames. ' 

Table 3. Results for Methods 3.1 and 3.2 

11 1-1 -la ---, -lb-, -::-r-:a--, -2b-,-2-c II 
11 0,1 0,2 0,2 0,1 0,2 0,2 
12 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,1 0,1 0,2 
s l 1 1 l l 1 
k 2 2 2 3 3 3 
PVu. 3,08 4,19 7,20 6,10 8,72 14,5 
gsu. 9,83 5,43 3,24 5,37 2,92 1,42 

P9u. 0,93 1,71 2,61 2,22 4,08 5,89 
PVd 98,2 91,7 75,6 88,4 70,5 47,4 
gsd 7,83 5,13 3,93 4,99 3,60 2,72 
PVd2 4,21 15,6 29,0 17,8 34,7 57,9 
PVd3 7,64 17,6 23,9 18,l 24,9 24,4 
S3 1,74 7,96 22,6 10,9 26,9 45,0 
S4 1,09 5,55 18,4 8,61 23,9 40,8 
PSro 67,6 68,4 69,3 68,9 70,8 72,6 
gva 3,15 3,15 3,04 3,07 3,05 2,81 
gna 36,3 21,0 12,7 20,0 11,0 5,30 
9tLa 1,05 0,75 0,86 1,22 0,92 0,78 

99a 26,8 15,8 9,94 15,2 8,44 4,28 

Other algorithms 

Sidorov [8] investigated algorithms to detennine the simi
larity between words in order to correct typing errors. His 
requirements were small memory usage and speed. Com
mon substrings were only used if tl1ey appeared in the smne 
order. This method proved to be unsuitable for solving the 
primary problem and will not be discussed. For details 
see [4]. 

Some algorithms are based on n-grams, an n-gram 
being a substring of length n. The most common values 
for n are two ~md three, in which case the n-grams are 
called di- and tri-grruns respectively. Freund, Angell ~md 
Wi11et [6] ru1d [1] investigated similarity measures, the so
called "Dice" ru1d "Overlap" coefficients. The autl1or's 
evaluation reported in [4] showed that tri-grams yielded 
better results for the test dataset. All the statistics however, 
indicate that these methods ru·e not suitable for solving the 
primary problem. 

In conclusion, then, Method 3.2 developed by Ito -
although not ideal - appears to be the best of the various 
methods considered in this study. 
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